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Installation Instructions

1. Remove leather ear pad or hard plastic ear cup from 
the helmet. These should be attached in place with 
hook-and-loop fasteners and easily removable.

2. Disconnect speaker from wire connection. To do this, 
it may be necessary to remove the ear seal and foam 
covering it. If you have plastic ear cups, remove the 
wire from the cup as you will not re-install the plastic 
ear cups. Feed wire through the small hole on the 
bottom, back-side of the SoftSeal Ear Cushion (Figure 
1). Re-connect speaker wires.

3. Place the Low Frequency Vinyl Barrier insert inside the 
SoftSeal Ear Cushion between the ear seal and the 
vinyl backing. Route the speaker wire around the insert 
and slide the speaker between HushKit layers and into 
the  inside pocket (Figure 2).

4. Insert HushKit Ear Cup insulation into the SoftSeal Ear 
Cushion. Be sure  the black fabric side of the HushKit 
and the speaker are both facing toward the ear. Be 
careful of the speaker and wires and make sure the 
foam lies flat and is centered in the ear seal.

Note: After installing the HushKit Passive Ear Cup Noise Attenuation Kit, press your 
finger between the SoftSeal Ear Cushion and HushKit to make sure the kit is flat. This 
will also prevent the corners from bending upward.

5. Install SoftSeal/HushKit combo into the helmet, aligning your ears in the center for a 
secure fit.

Satisfaction Guarantee
If you are not satisfied with your Oregon Aero product for any reason, you have 30 calendar 
days to return the product from the date you purchased it for a full refund or exchange. To be 
eligible, product must be in good condition and include the receipt.

Limited Warranty
This product is backed by a limited warranty against defects in manufacture for a period of 
two years from the date of purchase. In the event we receive the return of this product within 
the warranty period, and we agree that the product is defective, our sole obligation shall be 
to replace the product at no charge. We disclaim all other express or implied warranties, 
including any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular use. Some states 
do not permit the limitation of implied warranties, so this information may not apply to you.

SoftSeal® and HushKit® are registered trademarks of Oregon Aero, Inc.
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